Healing Anxiety
There are many conditions that include or bring about feelings of anxiety. These
intentions are designed only to address the generalized concept of feeling persistent or
excessive anxiety, regardless of whether any phobias, obsessions or compulsions are
also present. Healing Post-traumatic Stress Disorder will be included in a future
posting.
With “M Infinity O’s,” you are asking for unconditional love (M) into infinity in all there is (O),
and the work of the Energy Healing Partners Team that cannot be refuted will be manifested
for you, if needed. You only need to say it once.
All you need to do is listen or see Mo asking for the intentions. If you want to request
these intentions on your own, we suggest you first go to the web site,
www.healingforearth.com/downloads-learning. Use Downloads #7-9 to make sure your
energy is clear and balanced and then look at #17a) Working with Intention Statements
for a quick and easy method you can use. Then just read the intentions listed below
and do the manifesting method you choose after you finish the list.
1. I want these intentions automatically reactivated in the future as needed for the highest
good.
2. I want understanding, peace, and unconditional love.
3. I want the laughter that is the best medicine.
4. I want predictability to be neutral, faith in the divine plan, and assumptions set aside.
5. I want the release of tension moderated by realistic evaluation and safety for all
concerned.
6. In the Living System [see healingforearth.com.], I want an Evaluator as part of the
Associator of the Comparator System.
7. I want healed all anxiety traumas, and I want them replaced with understanding, peace,
and unconditional love
8. I want insulated, closed and sealed to all that is less than absolutely 100% pure the
extensor carpi ulnaris door.
9. I want these intentions manifested in the hologram and in all living beings and all their
parts—from the smallest to the largest—and in all body parts with consciousness, as
needed for the highest good.
10. I want fallibility accepted as part of the divine plan and assumptions set aside.
11. I want elimination of hyperarousal symptoms for the highest good.

12. I want to be loved, wanted and accepted, and I want these feelings brought to the
present time/space and in-between.
13. I want neutralized and healed all memories of being unacceptable, unwanted, and/or
unloved.
14. I want to be safe multidimensionally.
15. I want to be comfortable and confident, and to have courage in situations when I am
alone or possibly involving negative opinions of others, such as embarrassment or
humiliation.
16. I want to be able to avoid substances that induce anxiety.
17. I want healed vulnerability to criticism.
18. I want healing for anxiety.
19. I want cells to ignore the holographic neuropeptides that are seeking the addictive
rush and pay attention to the nutrients needed for health, and I want this to be in all my
parts—from the smallest to the largest.
20. I want the thought of not being able to live without something healed and cancelled into
infinity.
21. I want clarity and absolutely 100% pure, focused intent.
22. I want souls energetically related to earth’s inhabitants and unable to cross over to
the Light healed and able to cross over to the Light now.
23. I want the gravity threads to have the specific gravity viscosity for clear focusing.
24. I want elimination and removal of all energies that block this healing from all affected
individuals, all living beings and their parts, from the smallest to the largest; and from
the unseen at all levels in this time/space and in-between.
25. I want healed and eliminated the anticipation of dying.
26. I want to value myself as I am in this time/space and in-between.
27. I want systems reset.
28. I want gravity to be absolutely 100% pure in this time/space and in-between.
29. I want a total phase shift.
30. I want these intentions in M∞Os (“M Infinity O’s”).

[Individual says, “For myself and all my parts—from the smallest to the
largest, in all body parts with consciousness, and in all time/space and
in-between, I want irrefutable M∞Os.”]
31. I want healing for anxiety; I want this healing in the hologram, and I want it to go through
Mo’s Kabbala energy.
32. I want these intentions manifested multidimensionally and completely, in the hologram, and
in all time/space and in-between.
33. I want the intentions translated at the frequency needed to make this absolutely 100%
permanent in the Omniverse and beyond.
34. I want the Intentions for Well Being. [See healingforearth.com.]
35. In the Living system, I want trauma-induced associations from the Associator of the
Receiving System to recycle through the Transmitting System on the net to the Message
Composer, and I want the Message Composer to make a designation based on additional
information from the current reality of the situation. [See healingforearth.com.]
36. Guidance, I want the forces of heat, spin, light, pull, water, sound, and rhythm to be
absolutely 100% pure.
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